Listen, if you can't spot the sucker at the table in your first half hour at the table... then you are the sucker

"Rounders"

This year's family weekend came complete with trumpets, awards ceremonies, and underage gambling. In other words - quality time.
The human spirit is more powerful than any drug - and THAT is what needs to be nourished: with work, play, friendship, family. THESE are the things that matter. This is what we'd forgotten - the simplest things.

-Awakenings
Babson Players

Fall Show

But Why Bump off Barnaby?

(Rick Abbot)

In this farce, Barnaby Folcey is murdered at a family gathering. He had every reason to kill everybody at the gathering, but no one had any reason to kill him. This murder mystery was quite funny. The cast did well with characters well beyond their years and the tech crew put together an amazing set.
CAST
Cleo - Kristen Henson
Jeff - Ben Rack!
Orion - Dante Love
Medkins - Erik Halbert
Barabra - Jamie DiMatteo
Dora - Alisa Boguslavskaya
Rosalind - Samantha Waters
Magnolia - Tiffany White
Barnaby - Alex Slemrod
Ms. Barnsdale - Melony Isaac

Choose your weapon and your suspect carefully.
Octoberfest

Fall Haunts

The Gates of Hell a.k.a. Babaon College

Isaiah's a pimp with or without the robe.
To the Bat Cave!

No, really, This is the way they always dress - suit coats and boxers.

Who's down for a game of poker? Aces wild. My money's on the cat in the hat.

Introducing Emir's bodyguards

Nothing to lose, Nothing to hide.

Business partners to the end
Octoberfest

Unbelievable
Just a few study abroad photos from Lisa Chin, Laura Tramontozzi, and Marie Rivera - lifestyles of the well-travelled.